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PROFILE OF CHIEF BISIAKANDE

Chief A. 'Bisi Akande, born from a long lineage of Warriors and

Administrators, hails from lla Orangun.

An Associate Member of the lnstitute of Chartered Secretaries, Chief

Akande has also been honoured with a Fellow of the lnstitute of Cost and

Management Accountants Chief Akande holds the honourary doctorate degree

of the LADOKE AKINTOLA UNIVERSITY, OGBOMOSO in Business

Administration. He also won 'OCDUA EXCELLENCE AWARD 2003' of the

Egbe Omo Yoruba of North America.

He served British Petroleum, a Nigerran Petrol Marketing Company,

between 1963 and '1979 before he became Secretary to the Oyo State

Government under Chief Bola lge

He began his political career as a councilor in lla Local Government

from'1971 to 1979. During the period, he represented lla and Odo-Otin Local

Governments at the 1977 Constituent Assembly which wrote the '1979

Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria. He later became the Deputy

Governor, having been unanimously elected by the Oyo State House of

Assembly, in 1982. Together with chief Bola lge, he was detained, in various

prisons by the military, for three years - (1984 to 1986)

on the return to civilian administration in 1999, Chief Bisi Akande won

the election to become the Executive Governor of Osun State for four years

from May 29, 1999 to tlfiay 28, 2003.

-;i-ri
Chief Bisi At*nde holds many chieftaincy titles amongst which are

Asiwaju of lla-orangun, Agbaakin of oke-lla, Balogun of Aramoko,

Basorun of llobu, Apesin of llase, and Jagunmolu Oodua of ljebu-lfe, etc.



tn April, 2001, Chief Bisi Akande delivered a lecture on 'Poverty'

Reduction ln A Delicate Democracy' to the faculty of Basic Medical Sciences,

College of Medicine, University of lbadan. Similarly, in February, 2003 he

presented a paper on "The Obstacle To Peace ln Nigeria" being the second

edition of the Political Science Lecture Series of Babcock University, at llishan.

He also delivered a speech on "Yoruba Culture And Economic Development

For Yoruba People ln Nigeria And ln The Diaspora" as a Key-Note Address to

the 11th Annual National Convention of Egbe Omo Yoruba in North America at

Oakland, California, United States of America in August, 2003. He also

delivered a lecture on "Achieving Good Governance in Nigeria: Myths and

Realities", as the maiden lecture of the Concerned Professionals in December

2003.

chief Bisi Akande is a co-author of lla-orangun, the Principal Gity of

lgbomina Land. His other works include A Fresh Start in Osun State,

Moving._1Qsun State to Prosperity, Bola lge at 70, The lnner Mind: The

Spirit that Moves Osun State Forward, and Restructuring: Nigeria's

Approach to True Federalism.



Followership and Governance in Nigeria

Introduction

Perhaps it wiII do some good for me to clarify, at the

outset, the contexts in which I will proceed by

defining my understanding of follower,

followership, govern, ![overnment and governance

so that this distinguished audience of University

men and women may not be permitted to impdse

their own meanings on my own choice of

understanding. This becomes necessary since the

authority of this Faculty chose the topic of this

discourse. I wiII also dwell at some length, on the

question of leadership as it relates to followership

and governance wiih copious references to the

rnalt-er of structure (i.e. the setting, environment and

climate) and the history of the evolutionary cultures

of the people called Nigerians so that it may be

clear that while culture determines the characters of

the fOllowers, the structure dictates the

circumstaRees in which they are. 'managed afld

governed.
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Follower is the general term for one who follows or

believes in the teachings or theories of someone

else. Thus Follourership is the attitude of following,

believing in, or assisting a leader for a specific

mission.

To govern is to exercise power and authority over

or to ru1e, administer, control or pilot a people

within a political unit. Government is the person or

body of persons that assumes powers, authority and

control over the administration of a unit of political

association. Governance is therefore the act of

exercising the power, the authority and the control

in government.

Unit of GovernErce within a,Polity

Governance is the putting together in social

relationships, representatives of the merhbers of

every'society for policy formulation' and for service

'd.elivery, ostensibly for the::benefit and welfare of

the generality of the populace. Governance is

possible among a religious society, a welfare

senrice association, a trade organization and farm

unions in villages. For the orderly achievement of

the purpose of any unit of €Jovernance,
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representatives of the members of these societies

meet occasionally to formulate corporate 'ideas' for

the polity while certain officials are organized for

the delivery, to the generality of all the

stakeholders, of services arisrng from these

corporate ideas.

Mlhile one of the representatives of such unit of

governance may be legrislated to become the

ieader, ruler, chairman or governor, the others may

form the immediate and distant rings of

foliowership. Such unit of governance may be

family clan, neighbourhood village association,

ward organization or local community councii. The

historical amalgamation of all these became the

many tribal groups that now associate as ethnic

nationalities which form the constituent parts of a

couniry like Nigeria of today.

Many secrets of the oldest history of mankind

expose and transiate the numerous sins of the

followers against humanity. 'Ihe most common

anlong these sins are the sins of silence, dissent,
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insincerity and inconsistency. These faults were
encouraged by the leaders, (i.e the governors)

through deceit, bribery, inducement, cajolery,
intimidation, coercion and military aggression.

Some followers are totally passive; some are easily

manipulated and pushed around as 'yes persons,;

some are critical and independent in their thinking
about all ideas and policies but take no action, on

their own, to improve the situation because it is
easier to complain than to make things better;

others are mere sunrivalists whose motivation is to

stay in the background and. not to get into trouble;

others are simply effeetrve by playing active roles

when they see someth:.ng that can he improved,

thrnking critically to offer suggestions for

irnprovements. To be enthusiastic, proactive,

versatile and flexibie fallowers is a function of gooC

education, exposure to imodern technology, healthy

liwing condition irn an atmosphere of peace and

netlenal security"

If it is reasonable'to deduce that governance is a
function of idea and leadership, it can as well 'be

concluded that followership is a function of idea and
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Can we therefore suggest that

governance is synonymous with followership? No!

Since government is supposed to be made up of

leaders that emerge from arnong the followers, in

any polity, governance can be used, in return,

therefore, to influence the evolution, orientations,

rights, roles, obligations and motivations of

followers.

Vlltrat then is 'idea' or 'ideology'? Idea, in my

opinion, is the policy position of the leaders with

regard to the roles, obligations, rights and

motivations of the followers. Put properly therefore,

followers, in the context of governance, are the

generality of the people who are governed in a

polity whether or not they serve among the rank

and file of people in government. It ls not

uncommon, however, that whenever a bad leader

emerges, even by default, he uses the resources of

power to manipulate the 'yes persons' and the

'totally passive' follower . 'who are always in the

rnajority, ,to submergre the good followers as a

pretension for promoting democracy (i.e. majority

rule)
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Leadership is a complex process by which a

person, either by personality traits or by rising to

the occasion of a crisis in an important event,

influences others to accomplish a mission, task or

objective. He thereafter directs the people in a way

that makes their organization rnore cohesive and

coherent. This requires belief, values, ethics,

character, knowledge and skills which goad a

leader to achieve higher goals and objectives and,

by choice, to stay longer at the leadership level.

Ttre Nature of Followership

Followership is one of the most ambiguous features

of political enterprise and governance. While this

feature is long-term and, sometimes life-Iong in

religious pursuits, in political adventure it is short-

term, medium-term or long-term, depending on

several variables. It is not viable to discuss

followership outside the context of leadership since

followership is the reward which leaders derive

from good leadership. Arguably, it is the quality of

leadership that determines the corresponding

quality of followership. The reason for the
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ambiguity in the nature of followership, as a feature

of partisan politics, is that, whereas, the feature

flows downward in the iadder in qroups like typical
politicai organisations, there is an ultimate

ieadership, in whom the apex resides. However, in

governance, ultimate responsibiiity resides in the

person who is chosen or electeci to the Ieaiership of

a governrnent"

In :.i.-i.er to have a democratic g.overnnient,

eieetions must be organized and conducted. A

necessary condition for election is 'contest' and to

have a contest, it is essential to have a political

system which a constitution determines. The

essentiai ingredients include a population who are

the electorates, a reqister of voters, poiitical parties

and poiitical goals which can serve to gruide the

citizens in their choices ot goals or programmes. In

essence, the followership should. have something to

belie-re in.

In tlie reiiq:ious setting, Christians are disciples of

Jesus Christ frcm whorn the terrrr 'Christian' derives,

r,rhiLe Fdusllnis are the Islainic belierrers vrrho ar.e the
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followers of Prophet Mohammed. The manifestoes

of these eminent religious personages are anchored

on giving believers divine guidance which belong

to God or Allah, the Almighty. Their followerships

have endured for centuries, although, no single

follower exists today who has seen Jesus or

Mohammed. This is the example of followership

whose pivot is 'faith' in what these divine beings

represent.

In contemporary followership, a swing is a common

characteristic, depending on factors of material

expectation, power motivation, personal desires,

recognition, political space and opportunities.

Because politics is concerned with 'who gets what',

more often than not, followership is 'self-focused'.

Thus, it is not uncommon, in developing nations, to

see frequent changes in followership loyalty, purely

because immediate personal desires are not met

gtrickly.

Gharac'ter of Followership

If there are no virtues without reward, there are no

rewards without virtues, Fruitful followership has
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some fundamental innate virtues or characteristics

without which followership serves no useful end. If

followership does not possess, in abundance,

commitment and loyalty, such a relationship

between follower and leader is endangered by

doubtful dependability because loyalty is one

potent sacrificial offering which a follower ought to

make, under any circumstance. Doubtful

dependability is a deadly characteristic which

followership can employ to endanger the goal,

mission and the strategy for achieving the goal.

Similarly, faithfulness, is a security characteristic

which can impose qreat cost on the leadership. If

followership can be trusted with complete

faithfulness to a cause or a mission, it engenders

confidence. Selflessness is another virtue required

of followership. There is no doubt that reward is

expected for a good act but when the e>rpectation of

reward is unmatched by followers' moral input, it is

an undesirable relationship. It is thus common that if

a particular follower exlpects a specific reward or

prize in return for efforts at electioneering

campaigns, he rnay turn diametrically in the

opposite direction for not being rewarded

9
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eccording to his expeetation. The peiilt here is that

followership is a :r,ixiure of qocC and ha<l, +I

characters as cliverse as the various inei.ividual and

group interests ic any giver' organizatio:r. In

underCeveloped societies, fcilotrership ma!,

comprise a smali sprinkle of the very comrnitted

and selfl.ess, rvhitre there is a very larEe laycr of

people in pursuit of their means of trifetrihood " In our

experience in Nigeria, I can say, with a good

measure of authority, that the mission of a large

body of followership is what to get out of the

Ieadership. Those who are gainfully empioyed and

who earn a decent wage hardly becorne followers

in the same sense as the lay-abouts v"'ho may, infact,

believe in nothing at all. There is a mistaken

perception about the political activists and

followership per-se. Those who turn out at politicai

party campaign rallies are not necessarily the first

class of followership. They are the availabie party

supporters who form part of the engine of the party.

There are, hidden, unnoticed and sometimes

unknown, millions of believers and followers, who

are decidedly committed to the enthronement of a

10
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particular party because of its ideology and

capacity to deliver on promises.

This class of followership beiongs to the informed

segment of the citizenry but this is not to suggest

that they are always right. We must stress, however,

that the Nigerian political followership environment

is largely dominated by the ignorant, the ill-
educated and the poor who lack the idea of what

leadership and governance imply. Ironically, if the

foilowership is composed of those citizens who want

to have the space to share in the 'national cake', it

can be said that the ieadership is composed of

people who joined the leadership race purely in

search of power and self enrichment. Mlhen a nation

is unfortunate to be governed by the efforts of those

two classes of human beings, the nation

experiences misery, poverty and corruption.

Ttre Cost of Followership

i always cherish the wisdom of Mohandras Ghandi

who lived from 1869 to I94B when he said that:

11
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Seven deadly pursuits er{, c:apable of eestroytng
any people. Among the f,,,r ,its are two re.lu"rant for
today.

Men seeking wealth without work

Men involved in politics without
principle.

The wisdom is a profound message to Nigerians, as

followers, leaders or governments. The

relationships among followership, leadership and

governance cannot be more elegantly captured

than in Ghandi's statement. \Mherever or whenever

the goals of the followership conflict with the goals

o

a

of the leadership, there will arise

direction. If the leader's goal

an

is

atrophy of

community

development while the followers want to be

corruptly enriched, an atrophy of goals ensues. If
the followership and leadership share common

goals of moral bankruptcy in governance, the

citizenry is in bondage and the danger is that moral

decay is easily transferred from generation to

generation.

t2
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The cc',st of i-:d follo';,r.:,:,;iiip is difficult to estimate

because folinwerslri;. -:rr::ies, in its bag, an

unbearahls i;,-.;;dgn,.; r re3"..,,;elf-focused ambition,

disloyaitS' i: il:e 1r' :. :-:sl.iip and state, corrupt

inclinatioll, l: *- 1'' :f r, i.s' - ,' frlr i"'= good of the society

and absence *l he s', ir-i1 o1 oood governance. Is it

not commonly , :ie. ;- i:;: -lemocracy is government

of the people i,y i;r: ;,eopte? Bad followership

which cannc,t b* ,- ,'--- .rith a honest management

of public we+ith. is L ,.":;,-: costly agent of failure in

governance. Folicin;'.t.:s, r,iho do not possess the

strength of cherraci.;: litui courage to disagree with

a Ieader on rssut".s r,i ;oublic interest are bad

followers whose a;.1', , ",-li: rdr.t cause security breach

or even econor':,!i I -:iiFle. Any followership which

Iacks the capac-l.,' : . li,.:uss all sides of a serious

matter in takirig .".'.':,'i policy decisions is a

followership w ':. r c. i: create stagneltion and

barrenness in a :,)c :'.:.r. Because the followers of

today are the leade: s of the future, the great danger

is that any follower who iacks morality, character or

principle is more likely, than unlikely, to be a bad

character for good governance. This is the crux of

t3
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the endemic problem of poor leadership in third-

world nations.

As an individual, my greatest worry is that

followership in Nigeria does not give much hope,

especially in the political arena. If there is

widespread delinquency, iawlessness, corruption,

rudderlessness, inordinate ambition to get rich, is

there much to cheer about in our future?

Followership with no faith, tenuous followership or

unpredictable followership, are all worth nothing'

But, unfortunately, bad followership begets bad

Ieadership just ds, conversely, bad Ieadership

promotes bad followership. Any society in which

these negative characteristics are the rules, rather

than the exceptions, is destined for stagnation

since, in reality, followership is the nursery garden

for lead.ership. Because nature enables good crops

to sprout out of the good soil, the fold of good

followership nurtures good human kinds who grow

from the 'mustard-seed-kind' to oaks undernrhich

the privileged and the underprivrleged can take

shelter without fear.

t4
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This analogy is to bring out clearly the evil and

good nature inherent in followership' Followership,

whether negative or positive, fruitful or barren, is

Iike a river which continues to flow in all seasons. If

the river ceases to flow as necessary, it dries to the

bed due to the effect of drought or diversion, then it

will stop the natural function of irrigation. Thus, it is

that a continuous flow of goodwill, commitment and

dedication on the part of followership is an

important ingredient of purposeful leadership.

Nature of Governance

Because followership is intertwined with a chosen

direction, I have gone to great length to espouse the

many faces of followership in the context of

governance. The only acceptable path to

governance in contemporary political systems, such

as democracy, is party organization. Since

fund.amental human rights are normally entrenched,

in theory, in nations' constitutions, the sole purpose

of a political organization is to be an agent of

societai transformation through the means of

capacity building in all its ramifications. Several

societies around the world have either marginally

15
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succeeded, or simply failed, to fulfill the purpose of

governance. Governance is an enormous

responsibility, but good governance carries even

heavier responsibility. To be very candid, it is yet to

be seen whether the followership in the Nigerian

political environment understands the undergirding

principtes of the responsibitity of the followership

and the governing class. If the argument about the

complex interplay of the influences between

followership and leadership is valid, may we

advance the argument further thus and suggest that

bad followership plus bad leadership leads to bad

goveUnance. Let us propose a hypothesis from this

equation - that good governance cannot flourish on

the platform of ill-equiped leadership, so far as

Ieadership draws its raw materials from the bad

follotruership. We can safely claim that the vehicle

upon which governance rides to achieve the very

best interest of the society is followership that

understands the correct vision and will commit their

colleotive wisdom to the attainment of the goals for

the autualization of the vision of the leadership.

16
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Governance, in Nigeria, is bedeviled by the

indulgrent perception, of both the led and the

leader, that those in government have all the

wisdom, the will and the character to serve the very

best interest of society. For some three decades,

during which Nigeria was under military rule, this

perception has been proved wrong and misplaced.

Many individuals find their ways to government, not

because of any exemplary antecedent or

achie'rement, but because they are streetwise.

Eeing so, they usually succeed to amass

questionable weaith which is the driving force for

the acquisition of political power in Nigeria of

today.

Paradoxically, it has become the lot of the nation to

have, in government, persons of doubtfui pedigree,

even who h.ave never been followers at any stage of

Iife" Whereas we agree that any person who was

never a good follower will never be a purposeful

ieacier in Eovernment, v,'e are satisfied that one of

the discerni.ble fruits of fruitful Ieadership is

prorr,ising quality foliowership" it is therefore

arEuable that a people deserve the kind of

17
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government they have. If Nigerians live daily under

the yoke of corrupt government, it is, perhaps, a

direct product of the peoples' weakness of

character. Corrupt practices have become so

pervasive in our public life, even in the bodies of

Christ and Mohammed (who were incorruptible)

that those who dare to stand up against the vice are

the victims of abuse by treacherous public power

holders. Because corruption in government is

widespread, the young ones who are among today's

followers have learnt, very early, the craft of

corruption. The easiest way to watch the level of

indiscipline and lawlessness in the country is to
watch the behaviour of Nigerians who drive on the

highways, at township roundabouts, in the post

offices and all places where discipline requires

queuing up to wait for one's turn.

I have watched, in and outside government, the

behaviour of many supposedly informed Nigerians

and I have come to the painful conclusion that the

greatest obstaele to the realization of good

governance in Nigeria is the incidence of the

similarities in the attitudinal dispositions of

18
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followers and leaders who govern, on the one hand,
and the flow of influences from followership to
leadership and into governance, on the other hand.
This expiains, very poignantry, why most erections
are rigged with blatant lawlessness. Is it then
strange to suggest that those who govern without
the rnandate of the reasonable segment of the
populace will, at best, run very bad governments?
The fruits, to the people, are rnisery, insecurity,
hunger, poverty dfid pervasive abuse of public
office with careless abandon.

Settlements

Governance, in any society, is a function of two
major factors, namely: structure and culture. \Mfrile
structure stipurates the character of g"overnance,
culture predetermines the attitude of the governed.
It follows logicalry, therefore, that there can be no
followership without read.ership in the pursuit of an
'idea'. As for the structure of the Nigerian society, it
is usefur to rook back into the growth through inter
family relationships which metamorphosed into
modern nationalism and statehood. This peep back

t9
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into the past is neeessary to open the window of our

mind.s to know how we have traveiled so far arounci

the concepts of followership' treadership and'

governance.

The water frorn Futa-]aion F{ighland's' originating

around. the towns called Jariba, segu and Niani'

flows into a confluence at Jenne to begin the flow of

River Niger. It passes through Timbuktu and' Gao at

its northern bend into the lands of the Hausa Fulani

near l(amba town and' through the land's of Kamberi

at Bussa, the lands of Takpa (Nupe) at Pategi' the

lands of Ebira at l(otonkarfi' the lands of lgala at

Idah, the lands of Igbo at Onitsha before entering

into the swamps of its own d'elta via Ugheli' Warri'

Degema and Yenagoa etc' Through these swamps'

it empties into the Atlantic Ocean via Forcados'

Brass and Port-Harcourt while River Benue flows

into River Niger at L'okoja' River Benue flows from

the cameroon Mountains and passes through the

Iands of the Mumuye at YoIa' the lands of Apa

people (the Jukuns) at Benue-Gongola confluence

and the land of the Tiv at Makurdi' At the middle of

the northern part of Rivers Niger and Benue is a

I

1
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wide range of High Plateau and mottntains from

where Rirrers sokoto, trwariga and Gurara flovr into

River TrTiger by the North*Western part of Lokoja'

and frCIrrt rnrh'ere Eiver Gongola flows into River

Benue" .Also from there, Rivers Fiadejia and

Komadugu Gana flow toward's the North-Eastern

part of Lokoja into Lake Chad' River Taraba also

flows into River Benue frsm Gotei Mountains'

This geographical picture gives an understand'ing

oftheculturaland.structtrralrelationshipsthat
underlined' pre-colonial and post-colonial social

and political behaviours in Nigeria' These various

water networks made it possible for the beginning

of the population of the village' town and tribal

settlements among the Hausa Fulani' the Kanuri' the

Gwari, the Margi, the Bata, the Longuda, the Angas'

the Nupe, the Igala' the Ebira' the ld'oma and the

other ethnic groups that are located around and

towards the northern part of the confluence of

Rivers Niger and Benue' The Southern part of the

confluence is rich in moisture from constant rainfall'

MIhiIe the various Yoruba and Edo Kingdoms settled

in the western part of River Niger, the Igbo and

2l
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Ekoi independ"ent republican hamlets and viilages
settled in the Eastern part. To the South are the
I;'aws, the Itsekiris, the Urhobos, the Efik and
Ibiobio family clans and village kingdoms.

We would forgro the story of the migration and
rnovements of these settrements in this discourse
because that is not quite rerevant now. But it w,l
suffice to state that the choice of settrements was
determined by major factors such as occrlpational
opportunities, curturar affinities, sociar beriefs,
family systerns and common ancestorships.

At various times in our history, between the pre_
historic age and. IOOO A.D., the patriarch of each
family or clan of fam,ies was the sovereign. In the
eight hundred years before IgOO A.D. each
traditional rocar government, othennrise known as
empire, kingdom, fiefd.om or family hamlet,
enjoyed complete governmental sovereignty.
Among such sovereign states were the Hausa
Kingdoms, the Bornu Empire for the Kanuris and the

22
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middle-belt Kwararafa Empire among the Plateau

communities.

We also had the Oyo Empire covering the present

Oyo State and parts of the present Ogun, Lagos,

Kwara and Osun States; Benin Empire that covered

the present Edo, Delta states and substantial parts

of the present Ondo, Kogi and Ekiti States' Among

the other kingdoms were the Ife Kingdom, the Ila

orangunKingdom(whichspreadfromthepresent

osun state into Igbomina area of the present Kwara

state) and the Ijesa Kingdom (covering parts of the

present Osun and Ekiti States)' There were

numerous other family or clan fiefdoms, hamlets

and kingdoms around Rivers Niger and Benue, their

tributaries and the delta. \Mhile the nineteenth

centurywitnessedthecollapseofrnostofthese
sovereignties and their substitution with the

caliphate/emirate system in the North West and

some parts of the North central of the present

amalgamation called Nigeria, the British later

superimposed the colonial governance over all the

cultures and. age-long traditions of aII these old

kingdoms in the south and those emirates in the

?1
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North by creating this geographic expression which

they named'Nigeria'.

From the beginning of history, in this part of the

world, sovereignty was appropriated by kings,

emirs or sutrtans, and by the colonial overlords

through the combined means of bribery,

inducement, cajolery, intimidation, coercion and

military aggression. In the pre-feudal culture, there

were no krr,-qclolT'is rlor states but governance was

the preserve of the patriarch of every family. In

other lvords, within any geographical territory,

there were as many governments as the number of

families. Thus, while the patriarch was the leader of

the government, other members of the fanriiy

constituted the followership. In feudal societies,

there \r/ere kingdoms hut the potentate of each

kingrdom aequired Eovernment sovereignty. In

other words, the kinE was the leader of the

government while the serfs fornred the buik of the

followership. In the caliphate culture, there were

ernirates under the sultanate. The po'ruer to Eovern

was fought for and appropriated by the Caliph.

Therefore while the Sultans and the Ernirs formed"
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the government, the generality of the village heads,

with the Talakawas, were in the followership. In

British colonial era, the British monarch held the

power to govern the colony. Therefore, while the

British colonial officers formed the government, the

Sultans, the Emirs, the Obas and the Obis together

with their subjects constituted the followership.

Ttre Niqerian Parliamentary Sovereignty

The major 'ideas' for which different kingdoms and

nationalities in Nigeria agreed to associate were

political self-government, economic prosperity,

social and security well-being of the citizens. In the

few opportunities for constitutional conferences, our

people always settled for federalism and allocation

of functions between the central government and

the federating units. The British was sensible

enough to withdraw the authority of their

sovereignty from certain functions of the state,

thereby allowing for more than one sovereignty in

the Federation of Nigeria. That explains the

granting of self-government over economic, social

and internal security matters to each of the

federating units of Nigeria before Independence in
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1960. This implies that sovereignty is not one and

unified in any 'federation' because there could be

as many sovereignties as the number of federating

units to which the functions of the state are allocated

by the constitution. Mlttichever authority has the

share of any of these functions has the sovereignty

over the function. This was the constitutional

position of Nigeria at Independence in 1960. The

parliaments enjoyed absolute sovereignty in the

governance of the various regions of Nigeria, but

that system collapsed because the central

Parliament was ill advised to over-stretch its own

sovereigTnty by dissolving a Regional Parliament in

r962.

Ttre Factor of Culfirre

The Culture of a people revolves primarily around

occupation and leisure and, then, on language and

religion. The most significant is language as a tool

of communication. As we have previously stated,

Nigeria began with a primitive agrarian culture

under the governance of the patriarch of every

family. We have also argued that before the advent

of feudalism in any society of this part of Africa,
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governance existed as there were many families.

Upon the structure of this primitive agrarian family

culture feudalism developed as a culture of

giovernance.

Feudalism is equal to the enslavement of the

landless masses by the strong land-owners who

emerged, concornitantly with the primitive

agriculture, in the southern part of Babylon (i'e.

Mesopotamia), Egypt, and other parts of the world,

including West Africa and Nigeria. In all feudal

economies, the few people in power, (i.e. the land

gentry) thrive on the pursuit of self interests. They

employ their power to sustain illiteracy, ignorance

and poverty among the masses of the people by

exploiting these weaknesses to make the masses,

(particularly during ill-health or serious

adversities), more docile, credulous and vulnerable

to superstitions, deceit and fraud.

Those in the ruling-class, at first, created the myths

to make the common-people believe that spirits and

kings were gods. As the masses became more

informed, the ruling-class made the kings become,

no more gods, but 'deputy gods' or'representatives
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of gods'. Around each king (the Chief priest), they
created priests who, according to them, understood
and spoke the languages of the spirits from heaven,

including those of the people's dead ancestors. That

system is known as the 'divine rights of kings,. To

the feudal kings, therefore, the generality of the

masses are mere serfs.

Feudal kingdoms among the African people

developed from the clans of feudal families,

villages, towns and cities. Colonisation efforts by
one feudal kingdom in overrunning the territories of
other kingdoms bred imperialism as witnessed

under the Ernpires of Ghana, Songhay, Mali, Bornu,

Benin and old Oyo. This feudal culture of
governance, in the case of Nigeria, has been largely
influenced by a mix of caliphate culture and

'military dictatorship'. At present, democracy is
being 'erq>erimented' to combat this phenomenoR.

The Caliphate system began as an Islandc religious
hegemony which was adopted to subjugate Roman

Imperialism in parts of Europe, persia and the

Middle East spreading, after the fall of MaIi Empire
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in West Africa, to Hausaland in the lSth century

through the Toronkawa dynasty whose

descendants, in Nigeria, were among the people

who instigated the F\rlani Jihads.

Amir (known as Emir in Nigeria) is the original Arab

name for 'commander', the title used by the Fulani

Jihadists for 'governors' before the British colonial

rule in the Northern provinces of Nigeria. The same

name has been adopted as the title for divisional

monarchs or chiefs in the Northern States of Nigeria.

Through Ilorin and Nupeland, and by deliberate

acts of the military-in-power, the caliphate influence

has become imbibed, as a recent phenomenon, by

the Yoruba, the Ebira, the Gwari, the lgala, the

Afernai, the Edo, the Etsako and the Akoko Edo of

South-Western part of River Niger.

Implications of these Cultures for Nigeria by 1900

lMtrile feudd ctilture emanates from the institution of

divine kingship, cdiphate qrlhrre is nomadic and

imported. That is to say, feudd culture is native and

indigenous to Nigeria but pre-colonial caliphate

culture is strangle, militant and imposed from

outside. \Mtrereas feudal culture permits a few
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members of the ruling class to enslave, dorninate

and over-work the common citizens for selfish

interests, caliphate culture seeks to conquer and

subordinate existing native kingdoms under the

emirates. The culture permits ethnic cleansing and

replacement in such a way that groups with the

preponderance of caliphate influence could

marginalize the others (like the Kurds in Iraq and in

Turkey are presently being destroyed or

dehumanized).

As the exploitation of the common citizens by the

small dominant ruling class generates class-hatred,

the domination and marginalisation of existing

native kingdoms by the caliphs, through the ernirate

arrangements, breed inter-ethnic chauvinism, feuds

and wars.

The culture of military politics is the appropriation

of public wealth for personal use by the rnilitary

rulers. It is the culture of zeto followership in

governance nurtured among the over-ambitious

class of Nigerian soldiers. In rnilitary training, the

capture of places is a central goal, hence while the

disciplined soldiers try to maintain stability for the
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sustenance of norrftal activities, the spoilers arnong

them engaqe themselves in ptrundering and looting

the property of the captured places.

In t}-le same manner, in Nigeria, while the

disciplined soldiers stayeC in the barracks as

patriots working professionally for stability, the bad

egqs among them would sr"l.Cdenly capture the

Ieadership of the country with a view to plundering

the economy and appropriating the nationai

resources to themseives, their friends and members

oi their families. This was the Nigerian experience

for over three decades which has influenced the

mentality of political practitioners whose mission in

governance is the maximization of opportunities for

personal enrichment. This experience can be

described as the return to chaos for Nigeria. This

culture is rich in its lack of respect for popular

followership.

The Beginning of Chaos

The amendments to Decrees No 13 of 1970 and No 9

of 1971 by one military regime in 1976 began the

serious transfer of the States' residual functions to
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the Central Government. As a matter of fact, those

amendments prepared the ground for further
strangulation of the political structure. Other
decrees followed in succession, such as Decree 2I
of I998, which transferred, to the Federal

Government, the powers to collect all taxes; and,

hence, the increase in the exclusive legislative list
from 45 (in the 1960 Constitution) to 68 (in the lggg

Constitution), shifting enormous powers to the

centre. AII these have tended to increase the

zealousness of the Federal Government to take all

decisions for all levels of government (including the

Local Councils) merely in order to extend the size

and frontiers of its own control.

All these have also led to duplication and.

multiplication of socio-economic responsibilities,

conflicting policy objectives, political
irresponsibility and official corruption at the

Federal level, with the consequence that the other

tiers and levels of government imitate similar

weaknesses. This sifuation has become

compounded by the duplication and, arguably,

multiplication of government departments and
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bureaus merely to 'settle' and to ,find jobs for
the boys', in the same manner that many States and

numerous Local Governments were created only to
please some group interests that cannot necessarily

satisfy any reasonable socio-economic postulations.

These phenomenal transformation into confusion is

the root of the problem of the misconceptions in the

understanding of followership and leadership in
governance.

Governance is politics. In most societies of the

world and throughout the ages, the goal of politics

is the enthronement of political stability, economic

security, cultural and spiritual upliftment. The

society where politics is practiced without an idea

or ideology is like a religious congregation without

a faith. In this situation, there can be no link
between goal and the means of reaching it.

Governance by the concentration of functions and

resources at the centre breeds administrative

chaos, financial muddle and corruption; whereas

decentralization of powers promotes competition,
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cultural harmony and progress. UnfortunatelY, it is

correct to state that the culture of Govtrnance in

Nigeria, largely inherited fr,:i"rr the military

domination of over three decades, promotes waste

and mismanagement of public wealth at all leveLs

and in all departments of government. Therefore,

the entrenched ideoiogy of tire Ni.gerian politician

becomes '*quicl< personai enrichment" frorr,

E"overnanee. Ti:jus is to say that Nigeria has rnissed

the road to pciitical success since the corningr of

military ruie because the military governments of

Nigeria succeedeci in removing all obstacies which

could impede thern and their political coltraborators

from appropriating public resources to themselvc:e"

And since edr.rcation was steadily down grad-ed by

these ill-equipped ruiers, poverty has been hoisteC

on the masses of the people as a result of lack of

Ieadership vision.

At one point, to cornpound the chaos, the miiita.ry

rulers propagated 'the i.dea that olci and

experienced politicians should be banned from

participation in governance in order to enahle 'il.e="ru

breed' politicians to emerge. This phencmencn
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began when military regime created political

parties, like other parastatals, and people were

recruited into them not for altruistic motives but to

enthrone corruption and group supremacy. In the

formation of the political parties, the idea was also

canvassed that there would be no 'founder' nor

'joiner'. The military government built party

secretariats, procured vehicles for the mobility of

activists, provided for the wages of party officers

and for the running costs to keep the members

going the way determined for them by the military

Ieadership.

Expectedly, scrambles and conflicts surfaced which

grew among the inexperienced idle applicants over

political positions. These position-seeking

applicants accompanied the struggle for the

recruitment of followers with the use of force and

borrowed money. In the ensuing contests, since

then, gangsters, fraudsters, and drug barons have

emerged in large numbers as the Ieaders at the

state level, pushing the weaker elements, among

the unemployed and the school leavers of the

contestants, to the periphery as councilors in the
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local government councils. In the meantime,

military political office holders remained at the

center, mismanaging education at all levels and

wrongly manipulating the economy, all of which

brought ignorance., poverty and disease to the

doorsteps of the average Nigerian. The mix of the

various cultures, which started during British

Colonial era to be highly adulterated and

bastardized among many Nigerian families, clans,

villages, townships, cities and kingdoms has been

accentuated since independence to the extent that

the people's famous traditions of hardwork and

honesty have been supplanted and corrupted with

negative ethics of cultism, fraud and giang'sterism.

Understandably, the result of this situation is that the

army of followers are largely ignorant, poor,

hungry and too weak at heart to check the perfidy of

the new lead.ers. This has caused a frightening

hegemony between the two classes of society and

bringrs misery to the future for all of us-
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The Power of Ieadership Charisma

In a fanatical religious environment, it is common to

have leaderships of Bin Laden's charisma. Although,

without any governmental power, his followers in

Al-Qaeda, would readily volunteer to commit

suicide, anywhere all over the world and at

anytime, to demonstrate their unwavering support

for a belief, an ideologly, a mission or a goal. This

phenomenon was amply demonstrated, in I978, in
Guyana where a cult leader - Jim Jones

succeeded in persuading over nine hundred

followers to commit suicide. It was also

Cemonstrated in the United States of America on

September I 1, 2001 when Osama Bin Laden's

followers destroyed the psyche of the Americans

",vhen AI-Qaeda pilots, or their allies in the Talibans

Regime of Afghanistan. flew aircrafts n'hich attacked

the New York T:ade Centre, the Pentagon and

presumablv the \Ifhite House in Washington DC, orr

a surcide mission.

It is berrng denronstr:ated every day in the Middle-

East, particularly among the Hamas of the

Palestinians, the Hezbollah of the Lebanese and

5',
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among many other Arab settlements, where suicide

bombers are used in their fanatical campaigns

against the Jews of Israel and the American invasion

of Iraq respectively. AII these are the extent to

which leadership can employ charisma to influence

the minds of the followers in demonstrating support

for a belief or a cause.

Because mature political followership has not fully

developed for any particular ideological orientation

in most developing nations, anyone is free to aspire

and struggle for leadership space. It is obvious in

Nigeria that it is relatively easy for political leaders

to find people who are willing to kilI other people,

but it is far more difficult to find people willing to

die for leaders since both leaders and followers are

struggling for personal survival.

Ambition is not a bad trait in a leader if it is directed

towards genuine altruistic goals, expressed in clear

thoughts and pursued with totai dedication as it

happened in the case of Chief Obafemi Awolowo

among the Yoruba people between 1946 and i960.

His goals' were already clearly expressed in his
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book: 'Path to Nigerian Freedom' published inlg46.

Goals were pursued with vigour and single-

mindedness when he was the Premier of the Old

Western Region of Nigeria between 1952 and I959.

The story of his achievements, in making the lives of

his people more abundant, was told in his

autobiogrraphy titled 'AIMO' published in 1960.

C ' f Obafemi Awolowo formed the Action Group

as the political party that ruled the Western Region

under his premiership for eight years. During that

period, he endeavoured to promote the study of

Yoruba language, culture and history, and

introduced free primary education, aqrarded

numerous scholarships to Yoruba youths at

secondary And tertiary institutions in Nigeria and

abroad, and established radio and. television

senrices.

To consolidate their confidence and pride as a

people within each of their communities, he

constituted, into local councils, various clans with

contiguous boundaries and cultural affinities. He

democratized local government councils generally
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without disturbing the functions of their traditional

institutions. Free health services were introduced

for the youths and his government built the Ibadan

Liberty Stadium. His government founded the

University of Ife (now Obafemi Awolowo University)

and promoted agriculture through the

establishment of a Marketing Board. His

government established technical schools and farm

settlements with a view to encouraging local

technology and the creation of self-employment

among trained artisans.

Generally, the era of his administration brought

unity and hope to the people, enhanced the health

of the families, physically and intellectually and thus

elevated the economic, educational and social

pride of the individual Yoruba man. In direct

consequence, the economic well-being of the

Yoruba people was very promising during Nigeria's

First Republic. Because cocoa trade was good the

quality of life among cocoa farmers improved.

Education beCame a major enterprise among the

populace and gainful employment was noticeable

among the youths. Put very properly, the people
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had a good leader and good government which

brought satisfaction. I have limited myself to the

example of Chief Awolowo's era for the purpose of

meeting the limitation of time.

The influence of these leadership efforts, based on

'idea', gradually became the benchmark for all the

regions of Nigeria and competition became

generated for the progress of the Nigerian people.

Unfortunately, today, each of the 36 state

governments is so weak that it struggles with the

local government councils between being

autonomous from and, at the same time, being

subordinated to the Federal Government in
practically all major functions which the old

Regional Governments were performing creditably.

It is worthy of note that our emphasis is on culture of

'competition for progress' not 'unity for poverty'

among the different families, clans and tribes within

every ethnic nationalities and among the various

zones in Nigeria. The phrase, 'politics of

mainstream party system' is a euphemism for lUnity

Towards Poverty'.
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Ouo Vadis?

I have endeavoured to navigate the whole territory

of this lecture to embrace followership, ideology,

teadership and governance within different

structural and cultural settings and to narrate that, in

Nigeria, throughout history, 'sovereignty' has

always been assumed and appropriated by the

rulers, but, in recent times, by the President. From

the attempt, it can be seen that, Nigeria is afflicted

by two vicious plagues - the waste syndrome and

the cornrption syndrome. This is cause for serious

worry, because, in spite of sloganeering

propaganda from Green Revolution, Operation

Feed The Nation, Structural Adjustment Programme

(SAP), Mass Mobilization for Social and Economic

Reconstruction (MAI4SER), Better Life for Rural

Women, Family Economic Advancement

Programme, National Poverty Eradication

Prograrnme (I{APEP) to National Orientation

Agency (NOA), and now, to National Economic

Empowerment Development Scheme (NEEDS), it

would appear that the search for the solutions still

has to be refocused. My own thesis, ladies and

gentlemen, is that we now need a fresh start for our
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country. The natural law of sowinq and reaping is

universal and any people who ignore it do so at

great peril. Since Nigeria has spent 44 years as an

independent country to sow the seeds of violence,

reckless conduct of public affairs, irresponsible

policy choices, mindless waste of resources and

base value system, the country is now faced with

the harvest.

Unfortunately, governance derives its energy from

leadership and. Ieadership from followership' If

there is decay in the second and first, (i'e'

governance and leadership), followership is

starved of the moral fibre required to provide the

energy need.ed for social transformation. Nigeria is

thus a playground for centrifugal and petrifugal

forces that make development unrealizable. It is

certain that Nigeria's Messiah has not been

identified, unless the Messiatr is the Hangman'

Yet, Iadies and gentlemen, if I am asked whether or

not there is hope, my reaction is YES' I strongly

believe that the 'night' will be over and the 'Iight'

will come. For the light to come quickly, there must
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be serious consideration for a Sovereign National

Constitution that will create such healthy

interre.Iationship among the various kingdoms 4nd
ethnic nationalities that constitute Nigeria so that

decentralization of power, authority and functions

could be autonomously derivable, by all levels of

governance, from the absolute supremacy of such a

Constitution.

Nigeria is in dire need of being reengineered with a

constitution that will nourish a true Democratic

Federalism and bring an era of happiness and pride

to every Nigerian. Unless we , have the

forthrightness to embrace a major sovereign

constitutional restructuring, I can say, with a sense

of loyalty to Nigeria, that the journey to deliverance

Cannot - Stemfrirr-Earfiesh*Th'is--sensi.ti.zatio* tqwards

constitutional reconstruction and moral rearmament

is what this discourse is.all about: because, I doubt

if this country can move fgnnrard under the weight of

current encumbrances confronting the existing

gtovernance.
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tadies and gentlemen, for the purpose of

concluding this lecture, p-ermit me to arouse your

individual feelings towards the greatest want of our

country by guoting Ellen G. Wtrite, an American

missionary, who said, nearly one hundred years

ago, that;

"the greatest want of the world is the want of

nrcn, men who will not be bought or sold, men,

who in their inmost souls, are true and honest,

men who do not fear to call sin by its right

name, men wltose conscience is as true to duty

as the needle to the hole, men who will stond

for the right though the heavens fall".

Be it among followers or leaders, either in

governance or not, is that not indeed the greatest

want of our nation todaY?

Thank you.
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ln this discourse, Chief A. 'Bisi Akonde exploins the
circumstonces of the groMh of Followership ond Governonce
within the geogrophicol ond politicol structure of vorious
kingdoms ond the historicol evolutionory cultures of the diverse
people of Nigerio. He eloborotes on the beginning of choos
during the olmost lhree decodes of miliiory rule which resulted in
the current weight of encumbronces confronting the existing
governonce.

He osserted thot leodership emerges from the followership: ond
thot, since lhe governonce is constiluted from omong the
leodership, the country will continue to decoy from generotion
to generotion if the followership is not developed ond exposed to
good educotion ond modbrn technology.

He proposed constitutionol restructuring ond morol ,"or-o."ni
through Sovereign Nolionol Constitution whose obsolute
supremocy would erodicote oppropriotion of sovereign
outhority to ony individuol person, orgon, tier or level of
government except for the functions derivoble from such o
constitution.


